
RE " Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character and in too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Head ingley should not take responsibility fo r wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant. Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears (0 want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly i11egal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job o n processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth . 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
................. ............ 
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This proposal is completely OUt of character and in tOO close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an OUt of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
indude PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky . 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recyded. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

1 believe that this location is so low and Wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingtey should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or eqUipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal su ggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is dearly illegal 
sed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a to burn unproces 
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Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character and in too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an OUt of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense, As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aqUifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put communrty water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste witt be dituted and burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic act;ivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to HeadingJey. 

I believe this reqUires a formal hearing or .... other 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be dituted 'and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is fl,!ready being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic a;ctivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk acti .... ity to Headingley. 

f believe this requires a formal hearing or .... otmer 
......... , ...................... , .......... , ............. , ......................... . 
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Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character and in too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community, 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell cqmpany with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to unde!"take a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage faCility :::nd a flammable hazardous waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Heading!ey firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly megal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and .they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this Same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or ... other 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in tOO dose Droximit)! to our 
upscale single family residential community. . 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take resjlQosibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. ' , 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. . 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems v..=ry risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not tra1ned or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests inca 
are that the majority of Wi 

rrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
nnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary only represent a transfer of 
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Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character and in toO close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

t believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingfey should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimit$d commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotet:;ted rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net ec;onomic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recyded. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic acti)lity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
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oposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character and itt! too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem, 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be'trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimit¢d commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer becauSie of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equippeq to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 20 13 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burr. unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 
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No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 
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r-:l This proposal is completely out of character and in too close proximity to our 
L...!:..J upscale smgle fami ly residential community. [ 

rl( I believe that this location is so low and wet that it auld reasonably be expected to 
L..::J creace high flood risk and a very difficult clean up P1oblem. 

n A key element of stewardship is the concept that t~e producer should look after his 
W own waste, I believe that Headingley should not ta j responsibility for wastes from 
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The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. I 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a Significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimit commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardo s waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotect d rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer becaus of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at isk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped 0 fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted andiburned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and theX have not even sought a 
processing license. '1 

No public access to independent material to under~tand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in b anitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net ec nomic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is alre dy being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activ ty plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
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This proposal is completely out of character an in tOO close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet tha it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean u problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept th t the producer should look after his 
/ own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 

other jurisdictions. 
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The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell c mpany with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to e trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unliJited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable haza dous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer becrse of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community wate I at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equip ed to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

"-, .L~~- The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted nd burned while it is clearly illegal 
V to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and Fhey have not even sought a 

processing license. 

~/ No public access to independent material to un1erstand and evaluate the risks and vr there does not appear to be 24 hour supervisior' 

/' There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
V professional job on processing and recycling thi same waste. I see no need for an 

inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is Iready being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic a tivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... ot er 
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This proposal is completely oUt of character and in too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it ~ould reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up pfoblem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that HeadingJey should not tal<ie responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant. Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a signif1cant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimitec;l commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardo\lls waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotec~d rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 
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This proposal is completely out of character anQ in too close proximity to our 
upscale single famity residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept thi\.t the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should no~ take responsibility for wastes (!"Om 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell cqmpany with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to ~e trusted with hazardous waste in 
HeadingJey. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected raif crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer bec~use of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water, at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. ' 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted find burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and ~hey have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to un~erstand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors: in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling thi~ same waste. r see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The pmposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is qlready being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic ai=tivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to HeadingJey. 

I believe this requires a fonnal hearing or .... other 
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This proposal is completely out of character and iT) too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not ta,ke responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. ' 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimit¢d commodities which could 
indude PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unproteQted rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at; risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equippe~ to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 
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E· Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility 0ln Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character anl in too close proxim ity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 
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I believe that this location is so low and wet tha it could reasonably be expected to 
create high floo d risk and a very difficult clean ur problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept t the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should no take responsibility for wastes (rom 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant. Prairieview Terminals is a shell c mpany with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to e trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. I 

1, /1 
The! applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
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include PCBs J 
A propane storage facility and a flammable hala Idous waste facili ty in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer bec use of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community wate at risk. 

Head ingley firefighters are not trained o r equip ed to fight a fire o r spill at such a 
facil ity. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted nd burned whi le it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste o il in Manitoba and hey have not even sought a 
process ing license. 

No public access to independent material to un~erstand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 ho ur supervisior . 

There are three experienced natio nal collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling thi1 same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net leconomic benefi ts when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste o il is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic ahivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk act ivity to Head ingley. I 
I believe this requires a fonnal hearing or. ... otHer 

.... ......... .. . ....... 1 ... ........ . ... . . -

e K 1ym c tI u 11< Address .J 
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RE - Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on abrina in Headingley 

N. 

This proposal is completely out of character and in tOO dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it culd reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up p oblem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that t e producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not ta e responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell com ny with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be rusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimit commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardo s waste facility in close 
proximity do nOt make sense. As well an unprotect d rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer becaus of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at lsk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped 0 fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

I 
There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this saI e waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of W innipeg's waste oil is alre~dy being recycled. This would , 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activ·ty plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 

Address ~D 
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This proposal is completely out of character an~ in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I beneve that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean u~ problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept th~t the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should nOtltake responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview T ermina!s is a shell cdmpany with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazaridous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As wen an unpro~ected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer beca,use of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put commun'lty water',at risk. 

Headingley fil'efighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. ' 

The proposal suggests the waste win be diluted ~nd burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and ~hey have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to unQerstand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervisioA. 

There are three experienced national collectors'in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this, same waste. t see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic ac;:tivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 



E ~ Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character am! in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I beneve that this locat"lon is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept th4t the producer should look after his 
own waste, ( believe that Headingley should not!take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. ' 

The applicant. Prairieview Terminals is a shell cqmpany with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable haza~.dous waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unpro~ected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer beca~se of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water1at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipp,ed to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. I 

I 
The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted ~nd burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and ~hey have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to unqerstand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervisior). 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net f!conomic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is ~Iready being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic adtivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... oth~r 
........... , ................................. , ...................................... , 
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This proposal is completely out of character and ir toO dose proximity to our 
ntial community. upscale single family reside 

I believe that this location i s so low and wet that i~ could reasonably be expected to 
very difficult dean up problem. create high flood risk and a 

A key element of stewards hip is the concept that the producer should look after his 
eadingley should not ~ke responsibility for wastes from own waste, I believe that H 

acher jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficien dy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
ng approval for unlimit~d commodities which could waste transfer and is seeki 

incfude PCBs 

A propane storage facility a nd a flammable hazard¢us waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sen se. As well an unprote<;ted rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contamin ating the aquifer becau~e of wells and septic fields in the 
put community water at risk. community and this could 

Headingley firefighters are 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 

not trained or equippe~ to fight a fire or spill at such a 
2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted anp burned while it is clearly illegal 
e oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a to burn unprocessed wast 

processing license, 

No public access to indepe ndent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
e 24 hour supervision. there does not appear to b 

There are three experienc ed national collectors '111; Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on proces sing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 

urth. inexperienced absentee fa 

The proposal suggests inca 
are that the majority of WI 
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This pro posal is completely out of character anc~ in too dose proximity to our 
ngle family residential community. upscale si 

t believe 
create hi 

that this location is so low and wet that it CQuld reasonably be expected to 
gh flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 
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A key ele ment of stewardship is the concept th~t the pmducer should look after his 
te, I believe that Headingley should no~ take responsibility for wastes from 
isdictions. 

own was 
other jur 

The appli cant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell cqmpany with an out of province 
and is not sufficiently known locally to ~e trusted with hazardous waste in 
ey. 

director 
Headingl 

The appli cant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
nsfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
CBs 

waste tra 
include P 

A pl"Opa ne storage facility and a flammable haza~dous waste facility in close 
proximi ty do not make sense. As well an unpro~ected rail crossing leading to both 

ry risky. seems ve 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer bec~use of wells and septic fields in the 
ty and this could put community wate~ at risk. communi 

Headingl ey firefighters are not trained or equiPged to fight a fire or spill at such a 
g Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. facility. E 

I 
The pro 
to burn 
processi 

posaJ suggests the waste will be diluted ~nd burned while it is clearly illegal 
unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
ng license. 

No pubJi c access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
es not appear to be 24 hour supervisior'il. there do 

There af e three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professio nal job on processing and recyding this: same waste. I see no need for an 

enced absentee fourth. inexperi 

The pro 
are that 
only rep 

posaJ suggests incorrectly there are net !economic benefits when the facts 
the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is <j.lready being recyded. This would 
resent a transfer of existing economic ap:ivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
ity to Headingley. risk activ 

I believe this requires a fOlmai hearing or .... o~er 
............................................ , .............................. . 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too close proximity to our 
upscale single fami ly residential comm unity. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it auld reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up p oblem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not ta 

other jurisdictions. 

e producer should look after his 
e responsibility for wastes from 

The applicant. Prairieview Terminals is a shell com any with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be rusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

I 
The applicant appears to want to undertake a signi1cant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimite commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardo s waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotec d rail crossing lead ing to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer becaus of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at isk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped a fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 201 3 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oi l in Manitoba and the have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to under tand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in ~anitOba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this sa e waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposa l suggests incorrectly there are net ec nomic benefits when the facts 
are t hat the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is alre dy being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activ ty plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or. .. . other 
................................................. ...... ............................. 
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This proposal is completely out of character ant in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single fami ly residential community. t 
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I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept th t the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should no take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairicview Terminals is a shell c mpany with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to re trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable haza dous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unpro ected rail crossing lead ing to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer bec use of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community wate at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equip ed to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Wi nnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and 
processing license. 

nd burned while it is clearly illegal 
ey nave not even sought a 

No public access (0 independent material to un erstand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervisio . 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling thil same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oi l is Iready being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic a tivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a fo rmal hearing or .... 0 er 
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RE Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on abrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character and i 
upscale single family residential commun ity. 

too dose proximity to our 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that i 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up 

could reasonably be expected to 
roblem. 

A key element of stewardship is me concept that 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not ta 

other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell com 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be 

Headingley. 

e producer should look after his 
e responsibility for wastes from 

any with an out of province 
rusted with hazardous waste in 

I 
The applicant appears to want co undertake a sign! lcant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimit commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazard us waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotec ed rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer becaus of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equip to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. Q 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted,-,a"n",-:,b'i'~"-""":,wh"";"I."i"-t :"is"c"I'Cea,,r-"IY'-"iII,,,.,,ga"l_ 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and thert have not even sought a 
processing license. I 
No public access to independent material to unde~~ and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. f:bJ 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this sa e waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. ~ 

The proposal suggests incorrecdy there are net ec nomic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is air ady being recycled . This would 
only represent a transfer of exis ' economic activi Ius a transfer of unnecessa 
risk activity to Head ingley. ! 

@@......... I believe this require ~~~~~ . . ~ . .. 1..® ® 
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Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility dn Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character an4 in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. ' 

t believe that this location is so low and wet tha~ it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept thjt the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should notj take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell cqmpany with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unpro~ected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water' at risk. 

Headlngley firefighters are not trained or equipRed to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 20 I 3 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted ~nd burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to un~erstand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervisiO(1. 

There are three experienced national collectors- in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling thi~ same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. ' 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net :economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is ~Iready being recyded. This would 
only I'~present a transfer of existing economic a!:tivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

_U>'>I , ';? f,; r _a-h'1/I 
I believe this requires a fonnal hearing or .... other /Tr""" -- I 
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RE Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on abrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
V upscale single family residential community . 

..-
I believe that this location is so low and wet that it auld reasonably be expected to V create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up p oblem. 

--- A key element of stewardship is the concept that t e producer should look after his 

V own waste, I believe that Headingley should not ta e responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

V The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell com any with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiendy known locally to be rusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. I 

[jJ The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimite commodities which could 
include PCBs 

[E) ,/ A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardo s waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotec ed rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky . 

V 
..- There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer beaus of wells and septic fields in the 

community and this could put community water at isk. 

. ~ 
,/ 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped o fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. , 

• 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted anc burned while it is clearly illegal 

Iv to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and the have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to under tand and evaluate the risks and 
{/ there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

[2J There are three experienced national collectors in ~anitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this sa toe waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth . 

I2J 
~ The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net ec nomic benefits when the facts 

are that the majority of W innipeg's waste oil is alre dy being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic acti ty plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

([J I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
................. ...... ................. ...... .. ... .................................. 

N. e51, t/al:np Ul/ t. {,/M ddress 
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This proposal is completely out of character and i too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so Jow and wet that i could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up roblem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that 
own waste. I believe that Headingley should not ta 

other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell com 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be 
Headingley. 

e producer should look after his 
e responsibility for wastes from 

any with an o ut of province 
rusted with hazardous waste in 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a signi~cant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimite commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage faci lity and a flammable hazardo s waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotec d rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aqUifer becaus of wells and septic fields in the 
community and th is could put community water at isk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped 0 fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and the have nOt even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in ~anitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this sarrye waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests 'incorrectly there are net ecolomic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is alreafY being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic acetvl · plus a transfer of unnecessary /J 
ds!s.,ctiyjty to He,d;ngley. /' -v " , ' --t(./' ad d,( 
ULe t£~. ~{.e/ tZ-, '-t7/.<- c-<-'<- - _- :-, • ./ C 
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E - Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility n Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character an in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet tha it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean u problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept th the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell c mpany with an OUt of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to e trusted with hazardous waste in 
HeadingJey. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unli fited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage faci lity and a flammable haza 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unpro 
seems very risky. 

ous waste facility in close 
ted rail crossing leading to both 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer bec se of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equip d to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted nd burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and hey have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to un erstand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervisio . 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this~ame waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net onomic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is Iready being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic a tivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... oth r 
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Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility n Sabrina in Headingley 

me 

This proposal is completely out of character an in tOO dose proximity to our 
upscale single fami ly residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet rna it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean u problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept th t the producer sho uld look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should no take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell c mpany with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to e trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a si nificant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlil ited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazarrdous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unpro ected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer bec use of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community wate at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equip 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be difuted 
to burn unprocessed waste oif in Manitoba and 
processing license. 

ed to fight a fire or spill at such a 

nd burned while it is dearly illegal 
ey have not even sought a 

No public access to independent material to un erstand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervisio . 

There are three experienced national collector in Manitoba who do a safe 
professiona l job on processing and recycling thi same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth . 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net conomic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is Iready being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic a tivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

Address 



RE Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on abrina in Headingley 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to OUf 

upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it auld reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up p oblem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that tie producer should look after his 
own waste, t believe that Headingtey should not ta~e responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. I 

The applicant. Prairieview Terminals is a shell com~any with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a signi*ant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimite9 commoditIes which could 
include PCBs I 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardo~s waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotec d rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer becaus of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at lsk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped 0 fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and theX have not even sought a 
processing license. 'I 

I 
No public access to independent material to under.sp.nd and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
profeSSional job on processing and recycling this sarpe waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. ~ 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net ec nomic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is alre dy being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activ'ty plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 

Na e . 111// OrcPM- j , " i Address 

X&~ /f 
Clu'4l,-e-, 



RE - Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on abrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it culd reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up p oblem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that t, e producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not ta~e responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. -r 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell comJany with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be irusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

I 
The applicant appears to want to undertake a SigOir'cant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimite commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardo s waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotec d rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer becaus of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at isk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped 0 fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and. burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and ther have not even sought a 
processing license. I 

No public access to independent material to undedtand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three expel"ienced national collectors in hanitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this sarpe waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net ec nomic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is alre dy being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activ ty plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
.................................................................................... 

Na e ?,rTJ/Ar,fh-v Address_ 

i,y~J_~ 
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RE - Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility n Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character an in too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet th t it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean p problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept th t the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should no take responsibili ty for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant. Prairieview Terminals is a shell c mpany with an OUt of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to e trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a s' nificant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unli I ited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable haza dous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unpro ected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer bee use of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community wate at risk. Nor ro I"\cf't n 0 H 

P~~\I3L-'f J).1n.... CON. r~ IV\ IN PorT' 01'1 f.,OLL..lA\Ic>t-t) 
Headingley firefighters are not trained or equip ed to fight a fire or spill at such a It 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste wilt be diluted 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and 
processing license. 

nd burned while it is clearly illegal 
ey have not even sought a 

No public access to independent material to un erstand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervisio 

There are three experienced national collector in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling thi same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net onomic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is Iready being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic a tivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing.or . .. . 0 r 

Name _~=--,--_p.,---",-,-!G="-'1_e",-_ Addeo" 
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Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility 0 Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character an in tOO close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet tha it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean u problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept tha the producer should look after his 
own waste, t believe that Headingley should not ke responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell co pany with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to e trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a si nifkant amount of unprocessed 
waste tr.msfer and is seeking approval for unlim 'ted commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage faci li ty and a flammable hazar 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprot 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer be<:a 
community and this could put community water 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipp 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and t 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to und 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision 

ous waste facility in close 
ted rail crossing leading to both 

se of wells and septic fields in the 
t risk. 

to fight a fire or spill at such a 

d burned while it is dearly illegal 
ey have not even sought a 

rstand and evaluate the risks and 

There are three experienced national collectors In Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recyciing this ame waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net onomic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is 31 eady being recycled. This would 
only represent 3 transfer of existing econom ic ac ivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .. .. oth r 


